
Understanding the Google Analytics Upgrade

Google just got smarter—by helping you get smarter.

With the recently released Google Analytics enhancements, the free search gurus have 
proved they’re willing to do whatever it takes to compete with paid analytics providers. It 
also means they’re giving you a leg up on your competition, with an exhaustive range of 
new site usage metrics and flexible, intuitive tools that help you apply the data—and 
ultimately drive smarter, more targeted traffic to your site. 
Here’s what you can do with it:
 

 Increase your goal measurement.

Now you can create 20 goals, up from the original four. Of course this gives you the 
flexibility to track more goals, particularly the “non-traditional” like key page views, PDF 
downloads, and site engagement.  The biggest advantage we found is that it helps you 
better manage the “one conversion per goal per visit” limitation. For example, if you had 
five different marketing PDF downloads and only the previous four goals, you might have 
listed all five under one goal. But if a single user downloaded one, three, or even all five 
PDFs, it would only count as one conversion. Now, you have the space to split your 
“Marketing PDF Download” goal into five separate goals and capture each as a conversion 
(though historical data does not move with goals). Learn more with this short video tutorial.

 

 Get only the results that matter.

Google Analytics (GA) has also made it easier to capture only the data that’s important to 
you. Metrics we like:

 New “time on site” and “number of pages viewed” goal types. These are useful when 
interaction is more important than conversion (e.g., if your business operates mostly 
offline). 

 “Negative” goal tracking. Weed out keywords that trigger a high bounce rate or 
pages that only keep a viewer’s interest for less than, say, one minute. 

 An enhanced custom variables feature. Better segment site visitors, gauge specific 
content performance, filter by demographic or geographical region, track results by 
visitor purchase history—the list is endless. 

 Advanced table filtering. Quickly sort your table data in real time by applying row 
filters based on values that you select. It’s particularly helpful when you’re trying to 
sort through specific scenarios or filter thousands of keywords. Watch the tutorial.

 Get tracking intelligence & automatic alerts.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGqq4bvrxPU&feature=player_embedded
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http://code.google.com/apis/analytics/docs/tracking/gaTrackingCustomVariables.html
http://code.google.com/apis/analytics/docs/tracking/gaTrackingCustomVariables.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mpla4u-veE&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mpla4u-veE&feature=player_embedded


Until now, most analytics tools offered basically the same service: gathering data and 
delivering it to you to interpret. But Google Analytics has created custom and automated 
Alerts you can now use to capture, report and interpret information. 

 Custom Alerts check for only the metrics and conditions that you select, from 
bounce rates and page views to specific campaigns, keywords and conversion rates.

 Automatic Alerts, called Analytics Intelligence, automatically report significant 
changes or patterns in your site traffic, such as a spike in conversions—or bounce 
rates—without you having to set a single threshold. 

You can also customize how many alerts you want to receive and how often. Bonus: Just 
one click drops your historic alert information into a handy line graph. It makes it easy to 
spot usage patterns so you can leverage your data to make changes and drive better traffic 
to your site. See what Avinash Kaushik had to say about it on his blog (second video).

 Track your mobile applications.

Google Analytics has made it possible to track your mobile applications, even for phones 
that don’t support JavaScript. The trick? Their handy server side coding, which currently 
includes PHP, Perl, JSP and ASPX.

 

 Create a more effective web presence.

The new Google Analytics enhancements are intuitive tracking tools to help you target your 
content and drive more qualified traffic to your site. Not ready to manage your metrics 
alone? Talk to us at Cool Blue Interactive. Along with powerful, effective web design 
expertise, we offer an enhanced Web analytics package that reveals in real-time how 
customers are using your site and whether your marketing campaigns are driving 
conversions. Learn more.
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http://www.kaushik.net/avinash/2009/10/analytics-intelligent-insights.html
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http://www.coolbluei.com/manage/metrics.php
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